CAMPOS

™

A desk chair that turns heads.
Ergonomically, and within budget.
Introducing Campos.™ An intertwining of smart
aesthetics, subtly integrated details and
ergonomic advantages.
Intuitive controls you expect from expensive

polished aluminum base—customizing

seating are now easily attainable, bringing a

Campos per office, per desk. Easily adjusted

whole new perspective to seating. Choose

with precision, Campos can be individualized

from upholstery or three classic mesh colors

for each person who relies on it to get

for the seat back, then a black plastic or

through the day.
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Campos K17C27: black mesh back, Lucia 5800 black
seat, polished aluminum base; shown with Interworks®
EQ system; Footprint® worksurfaces and storage.
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40 1/8" to 50 1/2" h
26" to 26 3/4" w
25" d

adjustable arms (choose 2D or 4D)
2" seat slider option*
Air-Pressure Technology lumbar support*
synchro-tilt mechanism
tension adjustment
Mesh colors: Black, Red, and Beige
Choose from black plastic or polished
aluminum base
model K17C27

Campos Upholstered Desk Chair

Campos Mesh Back Desk Chair

A chair of solid character.

39 3/4" to 49 3/8" h
25 3/4" to 27" w
25" d

adjustable arms (choose 2D or 4D)
2" seat slider option*
depth adjustable lumbar support*
synchro-tilt mechanism
tension adjustment
Choose from black plastic or polished
aluminum base
model K15C27

–	Adjustable arms can be 2D (height and width) or 4D
adjustable (cap also moves front to back and pivots).
* Optional feature.
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Campos K17C27: black mesh back, Lucia 5800 black
seat, polished aluminum base; shown with Xsite® system;
Footprint® worksurfaces and storage; Perks® accessories.
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A chair that feels really good.

And looks even better.

Individualized Experience

Synchronous Movement

Unmatched Support

4D T-Armrests

Campos offers multiple adjustment options to

The synchronous mechanism provides

The 3D woven mesh backrest is nearly opaque

It doesn’t get much more precise than armrest

suit the weight, size, and preferences of each

synchronized seat-to-back movement in a

due to a tight weave that provides the stability of

width, height and depth adjustments, plus pivot

user. Lumbar support, backrest tension, and

two-to-one ratio as you lean back, and it has

upholstery with maximum breathability. Pressure

and soft arm pads. The adjustable height of the

height can all be dialed in for individual comfort.

a patented twist thread column for a greater

distribution in the mesh ensures constant and even

armrests takes the strain off of the neck muscles

And an optional seat slider adjusts the seat

range of height adjustment, providing optimum

support for the entire back.

that accompanies long days of computer-

support length to better fit users of all statures.

support for everyone.

intensive work.
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Campos K17C27: black mesh back, Lucia 5800 black
seat, polished aluminum base; shown with Traxx® and tiles;
Footprint® worksurfaces and storage; Perks® accessories.
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Look. Admire. And please touch.
“The sum total of the qualities of a product or
product type are filtered and compressed into one
identity and given a large measure of invulnerability.”
—REINER MOLL, MOLL DESIGN FOUNDER AND PRODUCT DESIGNER

Sustainability:
In our manufacturing processes, material choices and product designs, Kimball Office shows a strident
commitment to sustainable goals. To that end, Campos may contribute to LEED® credits. Please refer to our
Environmental Data Sheets, located on www.kimballoffice.com, for specific details. Campos meets all of the IAQ
testing requirements for Indoor Advantage Gold Certification from SCS (Scientific Certification Systems).

Further discovery:
For full details—including additional features and options, surface materials, and specification and CAD
information—visit www.kimballoffice.com.

www.kimballoffice.com

A unit of Kimball International
1600 Royal Street, Jasper, Indiana 47549
800.482.1818
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